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redirect plugin in articles redirects on edit article

Status
- Pending

Subject
redirect plugin in articles redirects on edit article

Version
- 6.x
- 7.x
- 8.x
- 9.x
- 10.x

Category
- Conflict of two features (each works well independently)

Feature
Article
Wiki Plugin (extends basic syntax)

Resolution status
Fix on the Way

Submitted by
DesertWolf

Volunteered to solve
citadelrock

Lastmod by
DesertWolf

Rating
★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ (0) ②

Description
as the topic says

if you use the redirect plugin in an article you cannot edit the article as it redirect the page even in edit mode

Solution
workaround for admins only: use phpmyadmin to edit articles (if available)

Importance
7
This bug exists as well in Version 9 and Trunk only when you use the WYSIWYG. When the redirect plugin is used in any content area (Blog, Articles, Wiki etc...) in WYSIWYG mode then the plugin gets executed and there is no way to edit that content again.

Thank you for submitting this bug, we have also noticed this as described in my previous comment. We have added this to my team's TODO list and will try to get a fix as soon as possible.

There is a workaround as solution.

Replace in this example with { }:
GROUP(notgroups=%22Admins%22)
text
redirect page=wikipagename
GROUP

This way admins will not be redirected and can edit the article
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